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Letters to the Editor: Different standards of care in medical system
Medical standard of care is just that - a standard of care in every medical speciality. In cancer care, a medical standard of care might be to offer surgery and chemotherapy. Candace Forest, San Francisco No

Facing recall, Newsom draws support from health care allies
That is good for the health care business, as well as our community - improving access to care and outcomes."
“On one side, you have a governor who has expanded health care for Californians and fought to

*s new drug crisis response: Teams to offer care following overdoses* San Francisco also recently hired a new head of behavioral health, who will lead the city's attempt to reform its system of care: Mental Health SF, a $100 million-a-year initiative. The idea is to make sure

*Catherine Ho, Health Care Reporter*

Catherine Ho covers health care at The San Francisco Chronicle.

*U.S. fails to guarantee health care, education for detained migrant children, UCLA study finds* By Lauren Hernandez Migrant children detained in the United States are not guaranteed access to
health care and education, according to a UCLA study released Wednesday. Of the countries that allow children

*CalPERS agrees to pay $2.7 billion to settle suit over long-term care insurance premiums* CalPERS to settle suit over premiums By Bob Egelko California's retirement system for state and local government employees has agreed to pay $2.7 billion to nearly 80,000 workers and their families to settle a

*San Francisco's mental health care system fails two men: one killed, the other his alleged killer* Heather Knight Mental health care system 's double failure By Heather Knight A year ago, two men met by chance in San Francisco's quiet Glen Park neighborhood - an encounter that within minutes destroyed both of
Hyatt Hotel heir who lost his sister to suicide gives $60 million to UCSF to help transform mental health care. "This building will transform the experience for children, families and adults seeking mental health care at UCSF," said Dr.

What cancer taught me about long-haul COVID: Everyone stops caring after you survive. The U.S. public seems generally aware that cancer stories involving chemo and radiation include challenges such as vomiting, hair loss, fatigue and immune system suppression during initial treatment. At the

Letters to the Editor: Motivate homeowners to invest in solar systems
Letters to the Editor Submit your letter at SFChronicle/letters Motivate homeowners to invest in solar systems
San Francisco Chronicle readers The author of “Pay the fair share” (Letters, July 10) is

UC system admits its largest, most diverse undergraduate class ever Diverse incoming class for UC system By Omar Shaikh Rashad The University of California admitted a record number of freshmen and community college transfer applicants this year in its largest, most diverse
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